Matamata

Area: 57.49ha

TOP SHELF

FOR SALE

Herein lies the opportunity to own a beautifully presented property showing
outstanding results.

VIEW

On average New Zealanders are consuming in excess of 40kgs of chicken per
person per annum. We are the seventh biggest consumer of chicken meat in
the world per capita, with growth projected to rise by 5 - 6%. Barn raised
chicken makes up a generous portion of that market. All really good news if you
are part of the industry.

Sold
ljhooker.co.nz/E8ZHR1

CONTACT
Peter Begovich 027 476 5787
Rex Butterworth 021 348 276

LJ HOOKER MATAMATA
07 888 5677

Our clients are proudly offering for sale one of the best examples of a barn
raised farm that you are likely to encounter. Situated near Matamata on 57.49

hectares that incorporates a 23.4 hectare forestry block predominantly planted
in 24 year old pines with the balance of the grazing land supporting 130 youngstock, and has previously grown some contract maize.
The 6 shed site totalling 11,136m² (floor area) is fully compliant and has a
secure long term contract with Inghams Enterprises, one of Australasia's
leading brands. This business will be sold as a going concern with all the
necessary consents in place. The farm is professionally managed by
experienced staff that would consider staying on.
The main dwelling is an attractive 2002 built, single level five bedroom family
home complete with an in-ground pool. If you choose to employ a manager or
staff there are two excellent additional homes, one built in 2009 and the other
in 2015.
Every detail of this property has been thoughtfully taken care of. If your quest
has been to find a blue chip turn key investment, the search is over!

More About this Property
PROPERTY ID

E8ZHR1

PROPERTY TYPE

Rural

AGRICULTURAL TYPES

Other

AREA

57.49 ha

Licensed Real Estate Agents (REAA2008)

LJ Hooker Matamata - Link Realty Ltd
CONTACT:

Peter Begovich

EMAIL:

peter.begovich@ljhooker.co.nz

MOBILE:

027 476 5787

CONTACT:

Rex Butterworth

EMAIL:

rex.butterworth@ljhooker.co.nz

MOBILE:

021 348 276

PHONE:

07 888 5677

FAX:

07 888 8608

DISCLAIMER
The above information has been furnished to us by the Vendor. We have not verified whether or not that information is accurate and do not have any belief one way or
the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their own enquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.

